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Abstract

The determina nts of child health, rrortality , and fertility are
analyzed within a household productio n framework which incorpora tes
the child's genetic health endownent along with relevant prices. Child
height-fo r-age and weight~fo r-height are the proxies for child health
in the estinated equations . But because child stature reflects both
genetic and environmental factors, a proxy for genetic endowment is
included, namely, the rrother's height and weight-fo r-height. The
errpirical results confirm the conventio nal wisdom of the health
literatur e that child height represent s cumulative health, and child
weight-fo r-height, transitor y health. This confirrrat ion follows from
the result that child height is determined by measures of the longer
term inherited incorne and health position of the household, namely,
father's schooling and household assets.

Child weight-fo r-height is

determined by rrother 's schooling , wage and weight-fo r-height, and
father's wage.

Thus, the use of the two indicator s in any evaluatio n

of child health in sorre sense corrplerrent each other.

DEMAND FOR CHILD HEALTH AND FERTILITY IN RURAL INDIA*

I.Introduct ion

Child health and survival are inportant issues in rural India. High
fertility, child mortality, and morbidity have direct inplication s for both
the productivit y and well-being of the population, and, in the aggregate, for
the economic developrrent and growth of the region. The econanic, technologic al
and institution al determinants of child health and fertility are analyzed here
within a household production franework which incorporate s the effects of the
child's genetic health endowrrent as well as the child's eamings, which nay be
a relatively inportant conponent of family eamings (Part 2). Data collected
under the auspices of the Intemation al Crops Research Institute in the
Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) are analyzed. Retrospecti ve fertility histories of
401 women, and anthropone tric neasurenents of the parents and children in the

six village sanple collected by investigato rs associated with or sponsored by
ICRISAT corrplenents cOllffl.lllity and household level infornation (Part 3) •
Child height-for- age and weight-for- height are the proxies for child
health in the estirrated equations, because it is well known that child growth
reflects the confluence of genetic and environmental (nutrition, exposure to
infection and disease) factors. By controlling for the genetic health endow
ment, better neasures of the effect of other health and nutritional inputs on
child height and 'Neight-for- height are estirrated. This genetic health endow
ment of the child is proxied by the parent's height and weight-for- height, to
d:>tain J'[()re efficient estirrates (Part 4).
Joint estirration of the household derrand for nunbers of children and
health of children illlllninates why price effects cannot generally be derived
from the theoretical roodel (Part 5). While the errpirical results inply that
*I wish to thank T. Paul Schultz, Robert Evenson, and participant
s in

the Labor and Population Workshop at Yale for their suggestions , and, as well,
the Internation al Crops Research Institute in the Semi-Arid Tropics for giving
me access to the data.
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nunbers and health of children are conplerrents, and schooling and health of
children are substitu tes, and general ly, confirm that anthroporretric indicato rs
help us to understand investrrents in children (nurrbers, health and schoolin g),
it is ircportant that these results be replicat ed with other Indian data and
data from other countrie s before drawing any specific policy recomrrendations-

2.Theory

The determin ants of fertilit y and child health are examined here within
the framework of the household product ion model. Essenti ally, the model posits
that parents derive satisfac tion from nunbers and the health of their children .
Their prd:>lem is to maximize their utility subject to the nunerous income, time
and product ion constra ints facing them.
The budget constra int assures that full household incorre does not exceed
household expendi tures. The time budget constra ints assure that the time spent
in the narket and household activiti es does not exceed total tine. There are
three other less convent ional constra ints peculie r to the applica tion of the
new household economics to rural agricul tural households.

In such households,

the product ion function for crops or aninal prcrluct s, say, becorres ircportant to
the analysi s. Tine of the family rnenbers, parents and children alike, are
conbined with various household product ive assets, like land, livestoc k, and
farm tools, and less tangible , more qualita tive, assets like the nanager ial
efficien cy of the farrrer, to prcrluce the goods the household sells in the
narket. The fourth constra int is the biologi cal child birth product ion
function . Parent' s consunption, envirorurental quality , i.e., water and sewage
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facilitie s, as well as parent's genetic qualities determine fecundity .
Fecundity and contracep tion are corrbined to realize a desired family size.
fifth constrain t is the productio n function for child health.

The

'!here are

several levels of inputs: individua l, household and corrmunity, that are com
bined in the estimatin g equations in a linear fashion, thus ignoring or approx
imating a irore conplicat ed interactiv e nechanisrn (Martorel l (1982)).

The

child's genetic endownent, namely, a predispo sition to a certain health status,
or a predispo sition to infectiou s diseases, along with the child's nutrition al
intake, and his household and village envirorure nt, are corrbined to produce
child health and nutrition al status.

Parent's effective tine should also be

included in the productio n of their child's health.

The literatur e suggests

how parent's education affects their child's health:

irore educated parents are

irore aware of preventat ive and curatuve health and nutrition measures, or they
are less fatalisti c about illnesses , and thus, more likely to seek medical
attention for sick children, etc. (Wolfe an~ Behrman (1980)) .1
A sinple IOOdel in which the productio n functions for the household commo
dities included in the household 's utility function, narrely nurrbers (N) and
health (H) of the children, are linearly hoIDCXJeneous, in order to be able to
write down cost functions linear in prices and wages,

Pi are the prices of the narket goods that are used in the productio n of
household cormoodity i, t and x are the narginal input coefficie nts of the time
and goods inputs, for j

= N,

H, L and i

= K,

M, F.

K indexes each child in the
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family, Mis ioother and F, father.
In this sinple m:>del, the tine of the mother, tMH, father, tpa, and
children, tKH, are used to proouce child health, while only the tine of the
ioother is used to produce nunbers, tMN, and the tine of the child is used to
produce leisure. WM and

Wp

are the wage of the mother and father respectively,

and Hw, the child wage which is assumed proportional to the level of their
health ncapital.n w then is the rental rate per unit of health. v is unearned
income of the household. The average health endownent of the children, e, is
assurred to corrplement all .factor inputs in the proouction of health, namely
time of the parents and children, and a bundle of purchased health gocrls, x,
such that dx/de, dtrn/de > o. Bundles of market goods used in the proouction of
N and L as well, purchased at market prices PN and PL are likewise inputs. The
time constraints facing the household,

2a)

'1kM + IJi<H + IJi<L

2b)

'!'MN + Tr-nI + '1'Mfv1 + '4n..

= 1

= 1

prescribe child market work as 'lkM units of tine. (Leisure is henceforth not
explicitly considered.)
Full household income nust equal expenditures,

3> HwN + WM + WF + v = P~ +

NPaH •

where vis unearned household income.
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Maximization of household utility, sti::>ject to the production (1), tine (2)
and budget (3) constra:ints yields the following cornroodity shadow prices that
are functions of the optinal bundle of nl.lll'bers and health of children.2

4b)

JI H = -wN

+ Nf>HxH + 2NwHti(H

Under certa:in conditions (Pollak and Wachter (1977)), the comroodity denand
equations can be written, not in terms of endogenous shadow prices, but rather
in terms of the exogenous factors, narrely, wages of the parents and children,
prices of the purchased goods used in the production of health and fertility,
the child's genetic endowment, and the capital endowment of the household
(source of the flow of unearned income).

Sa)

N = N(w,

WM,

Wp,

v, PN, PH, e)

Sb)

H = H(w,

WM,

Wp,

v, PN, PH, e)

Thus, the estinating equations are part of a system of reduced form denand
equations conditioned on the same set of exogenous variables. The signs of the
coopensated price effects can only be determined if restrictions are placed on
the general IOOdel, but even with the convenient assunptions of additive separa
bility of the parent's utility function and goods normality,3 only one effect
can be unarrbiguously signed.

Since an increase :in lllleamed incorre proouces no

offsetting substitution effect, the effect on the denand for both nl.lll'bers and
health of children is positive.
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Other price effects cannot be determin ed.

Since child wages are both a

conpone nt of the opportu nity cost and a reflecti on of the return to the child's
health, the effect on the demand for child health of an increase in child wages
is anbiguo us in sign.

Similar ly, the derrand effect of the parent's wages can

not be predicte d, because the wages enter into the product ion cost of the
commodities (nurrbers and health) as well as determin e the income of the
househo ld.

Although these price effects cannot be unarrbigously predicte d by

the theory, the enpiric al results may illwnina te the regular ities.
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3.Data and Specificatio n

Two enpirical issues are addressed: 1) the estinating equation rrust be

specified, and 2) enpirical rreasures for the endogenous (fertility and child
health) as well as the exogenous (wages, prices and endowrrent) variables of the
theoretical model must be chosen. Child mortality is estinated as a check on
consistency , in the sense that roortality is the lower bound to child health.
The reduced-form denand equation for nurrbers and health of children were
derived from the first order conditions, and can be written,

Sa) N = N(w,
Sb) H =

wp, WM, v, PN, P:H, Pr,, e)

H(w, wp, WM, v, PN, P:H, Pr,, e)

The prices of the time of children, m:>ther and father, are w, WM, and wp
respectivel y, and PN, P:H, and PL, the prices of the purchased gocx:ls. The
genetic health endowrrent of the children is e.
The est:i.rrating equations are linear corrbinations of the conditionin g
varibles, called Z hereafter,

6a) NJ·

=

ZJ• +

uJ·

6b) Hij = Zij + (fj + Cij),

where i indexes children within the household, and j, the household. Because
the equations are conditioned on the sane set of variables, single equation OIS
rrethods are appropriate , if error terms aroong children within the household are
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uncorrelate d. Correcting for such a correlation in the child health regres
sions involves a sirrple transfonnat ion of the infonnation rcatrix, (Hij, Zij),
that accounts for a specific kind of correlation that nay arise from anitted
household background varibles, that would be the sane for all children within a
household, fj (Hausrcan (1980), Maddala (1978), Judge, et. al (1981)) (see
footnote 24). Thus, fj + Cij is the error term in the health equation, and Uj
in the fertility equation.
, The data analyzed are cross-sectio nal data from six villages in semi-arid
tropical India collected by ICRISAT from 1975 to 1979. ·

The villages were

selected to be representat ive.of all the villages in their respective talukas
(districts) with regard to forty agronomic, clircatic, and social varible, such
as the nooal value of land-use and cropping pattems, extent of irrigation,
~ul.ation size and livestock, etc. '!here are electricity and wells in all six
villages, private medical practitione rs in two, and a prinary health care
center in one. There are prinary schools in all the villages, but upper
prinary schools in only four and high schools in two. In each village, ten
households were randomly chosen from four (stratified) landholding -size groups:
landless, and srrall, medium and large landholding farrrers. 4
Retrospecti ve fertility histories of 400 worren, and anthroporretric rreas
urerrents of the parents and children were collected by independent investiga
tores sponsored by ICRISAT, so that the data had to be conbed to insure correct
matching with the original ICRISAT sanple.
The sanple analyzed here consists of 169 worren, representing prinary
families with schoolaged children (children between the ages of 6 and 19). At
nost, 133 subsidiary families in the extended family households, that is,
families headed by children or siblings of the head of the household, were
excluded, as were families headed by widows, widowers, and families in which
the parents were separated or divorced.
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The 354 school-ag ed children of these wonen cooprise the sanple in sli:>se
guent child health regressio ns.5 Pre-schoo l age children were excluded because
of II¥ interest in the sinultane ous schooling and health choice, and as well,
because of the question of the mst appropria te measure of attained child
health in a sanple of children rrost of whom have not grown up.

A reading of

the health literatur e (noted below) indicates that the stature of the child,
here used as the proxy for health, is determine d for the child in the preschool
years.

There is experimen tal evidence that the critical periods of brain

growth occur in the first years of the childis life, and when the child is
severely deprived of nutrition in these years, mental capacity is irremedia lly
stunted • The child's body nay be able to catch up when the nutrition al
environme nt is irrproved, provided the child has not been severely deprived in
critical periods of growth. Thus, the position nay be _taken that mental and
physical health nay be determine d in soma sense in preschool years, so that
an hropomet ric measures of children beyond preschool age represent s their
lifetime health status •
.Actual fertility , namely the m.mber of children ever born to the wonen, is
the dependent variable in the fertility regressio n equation. 6 The ratio of
actual mrtality , the nunber of children who had died, to actual fertility is
the dependent variable in the child mortality regressio n equation. h3e of the
toother, and age squared, are included to purge the dependent variable of age
and cohort effects, so that the dependent variable can be considere d to be a

good proxy for the conpleted or desired fertility of the woman.

The cohort

effects are aR)arent in the surmary tables (Tables 1 and 2) • The village
sanple appears to be undergoing fertility decline.

The oldest cohort of women

(cohort 9, colunn 4) stq,ped bearing children at a later age than the next
older cohort (cohort 8) -

37 years of age versus 34. h3e effects are a

prci>lern because of the inclusion of women who ci>viously are at risk of

l

TABLE

LAST BIRTH EXPERIENCE (THE ICRISAT DATA, RURAL INDIA)
Cohort*

Mean Age

Birth in
Year

Age Last
Birth

Date J,ast. Women
Birth (mo_•. · Pregnant
rior)
--

(ages
(ages
(ages
(ages
(ages
6 (ages
7 (ages
8 (ages
9 (over

1
2
3
4
5

-t

10-14)
15-19)
20-24)
25-29)
30-34)
35-39)
40-44)
45-49)
50)

-11.8
17.4
21 .8
26.5
31.8
36. 7
42.3
46.0
60. 2

(1.5)
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.7)
(1.4)
(1.6)
(1.5)
(1.3)
(_8.6)

0
.18 (
.37(
.16(
• 08 (
.07(
0

• 39) ·
.5)
.4)
• 3)
-3)

.05( .2)
0

0
17.05(1.1)
20.48(1.6)
23.94(2.5)
26.75(3.5)
29.76(4.2)
31.67(5.6)
34.62(6.7)

0
.68( .8)
1.24(1.4)
2.58(2.1)
5.06(3.5)
7.05(4.3)
10.74(5.5)
11.32(6.6)

37~10(9~6) 23.03(9.8)

*Birth cohort of the mother
Standard deviations in parentheses

TABLE

Women
Breastfdng.
-

o·
.18(.;4)
.15( .4)
.16( .4)
.03( .2)
.02( .l)
0
0

·O

----~

-

---~----

Last Child Sample Size
Alive
(Women Childless)

--

0
.• 31(.5)
• 54 ( •5)
.45( .5)
.32( .5)
.14( .3)
.02( .2)
.11( .3)
0

0

·•.•• 89~
.82(
• 88 (
.97(
.• 97(
.92(
.91(
.82(

10
49
41
37
37
42
41
37
98
'/

.3)
.4)
•3)
.2)
.2)
.3)
.3)
· .4)

(lO)
(30)
( 8)
( 4)
( 1)
( 4)
( 2)
( 3)
( 5)
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CUMULATIVE FERTILITY AND FAMILY SIZE (THE ICRISAT DATA, RURAL INDIA)
Cohort·*
1 (ages 10-14)
2 (ages 15-19)
3 (ages 20-24)
4 (ages ·25-29)
5 (ages 30-34)
6 (ages 35-39)
7 (Ages 40-44)
8 (ages 45-49)

9 (over 50)

Mean Age
11.8
17.4
21.8
26. 5
31.8
J6. 7
· 42.3
46.0
60.2

(1.5)
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1. 7)
(1.4)
(1.6)
(1.5)
(1.3)
(8.6)

Sons
Born

Daughters
B.ofn

Children
Born

0
.22( .4)
.7.5( .8)
1.35(1.2)
2.22(1.2)
2.40(1.7)
3.26(1.9)
3.11(2.1)
3.23(2.0)

0
.14( .4)
.71( .9)
J.. ll(l. 1)
2.03(1.2)
2.40(1. 7)
2.44(1.7)

0
.J7( .5)
1.46(1.2)
2.45(1.4)
4.24 (1. 9)
4.81(2.7)
5.70(2.8)

Sons
Living
0
.20( .4)
.Sfl( .7)·

Daughters
Living
0
.12( .• 3)
• 56 ( • 7)

1.11(1.U)

.89(1.0)

1.43(1.0)
1.74(1.2)
1.71(1.4)
1.89(1.4)

1.80(1.5)

2,8b(2.0)

5.97(3.6)

1.59( .8)
l. 79 (1.3)
• 2. 10(1.5)
2.14(1.4)

3.23(2.0)

6.47(3.0)

1.95(1.2)

Children
Living

Sar:1ple Size
(Childless)
10
49
41
37
37
42
41
37

0

.33( .5)
1.ll( .9)
2.UO(l.2)
3.03(1.3)
3.52(2.0)
3.80(2.1)
4.03(2.3)
3.74(2.0)

98 ( 5)

.·
*Birth cohort of the mother
Standard
deviations
in parentheses·
.
. .

.

.

(1 O)
{30)
( 8)
( 4)
( 1)
(.4)
( 2)
( 3)

,_.
0
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childbearin g, namely those less than fifty years of age, for the main reason of
enhancing the sarrple size. Hence, actual fertility is standardize d by
inclusion of the age of the rrother and her age squared in the regression
equation. According to the proposed model of the interrelated system of
household demands, the residual variation in actual fertility is determined by
wages, prices and the genetic endowment.
Analogously, if children who have not attained full stature are excluded
from the sanple, the data in the remaining sanple would not support estination.
Moreover, children who are no longer living with their parents are not
d:>served. Therefore, health status is proxied by two anthropometric measures
d:>served for children currently living with their parents: height for age and
weight-for- height.

Age

and sex interaction variables are included in the

regressions to purge the dependent variables of the age and sex effects in the
data.7

Nanely, some children are still growing, and boys and girls may grow

at different rates. Stature and rates of growth reportedly differ between
Indian boys and girls (Eveleth and Tanner (1980)), i.e. boys generally mature
at later ages, and grow to a taller height, with greater weight-for- height,
than girls. More direct data on health status are not available to allow us to
get beyond the anthropometric indicators of child health.
Height and weight-for- height reflect the nutritional environment of the
child to the age of the child when measured by ICRISAT. SUbstandard height
suggests that the child suffered mild to moderate malnutritio n--the response of
the body to a mildly stressful nutritional environnent is diminished growth, a
phenomenon called nutritional "stunting." Weight-for- height is not as accurate
an indicator of chronic mild malnutritio n. Rather the child's body may be able
to maintain a "normal" weight-for- height relationshi p in the range of mild to
rooderate malnutritio n. But in the case of severe malnutritio n, when even
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the basal netabolic requirements are not covered by the energy intake, the
body's reserve of fat and rruscle rrust be used and the child's weight-for-height
deteriorates. The phenorrenon is called "wasting."8
However, the sarrple of Indian children reveals that many who are stunted
have not been able to maintain a normal weight-for-height ratio (Table 3). 9
Indeed, the incidence of wasting and stunting is high in all age groups. Che
would expect in normal populations one-sixth of the children to be.less than
one standard deviation below the mean, and five-sixths "normal."

Instead,

one-sixth of the Indian children are normal and about half are stunted and
wasted.lo
There are two statistical problems inherent in the use of the age-specific
anthropometric measures,11 aside from the possibility of errors in the
measurenent of age. 1) the possibility of differential growth rates across the
different children, and 2) the possibility of the "short" draw from the gene
pool. Any child may be less than the village average height for his age, not

·because of malnutrition, but because he is either a late developer (as distinct
from the concern that the longer growth period is itself the result of defi
cient nutrition), or because his potential stature is limited by genetic
makeup. Thus, downward deviation from the village average nay not necessarily
be unhealthy, and true health status may be understated for sane.12 The steps
taken to resolve these prd:>lems are tied with the prd:>lem of finding an
enpirical counterpart to the theoretical genetic concept of initial health
endownent, e, in equations 1 and 5.

In the theoretical roodel, recall that the

outcomes of child health, and in general, nurrbers and quality of children, are
conditioned on wages, prices and initial health endowment. In particular,
initial health end~t is assumed to corrplement other inputs of tine and
health goods in the production of child health.
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Table 3
Malnutritio n in the Six Villages
h]e

0-5
6-11
12-15
16-19

over 19

Stunted and
Wasted
47.3
69.0
68.6
46.2
41.4

Stunted
Not Wasted

Wasted
Not Stunted

Normal

%

20.2

5.3
4.8
8.8

17.6

17.1
17.7

15.5

16.1

10.5
17.6
15.5

27.5
25.S

8.4

(1) 'lbe cross-tabul ation of wasting and stunting follows the nethods used by
Waterlow (1972) , where stunting is indicated by a height for age that is
less than 90% (rore than 1 standard deviation) the height of the Indian
referene child of the sane age and sex. Wasting is indicated by weight
for height that is less than 90% of the weight for height of the referene
child.
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Genetic endCYvKnent of the child, although und:>served, has been proxied by
the height of the mother or father.1 3 'Ibis fornulat ion is based on the
recogni tion that the family gene pool is more restrict ed than the populat ion
(village ) gene pool. 'Ihe child's random draw from the family- gene pool,
however, nust be subsumed in the random error term of the regressi on, because
the child health data are cross-s ectiona l, not longitud inai.14 Cbviously, a
ccmplex, non-line ar and interact ive mechanism that charact erizes the
transmi ssion of genetic nateria l from parent to child, has been here radicall y
sinplifi ed.
Use of the proxy creates its own problems. If height of the parents
reflects the parent's childho odenvir orurent, and to the extent that the
environment persist s intergen erationa lly (not unlikely in the rural Indian
village s), then inclusio n of the parent' s height varibles will bias downward
the coeffic ients of the variable s that are used to charact erize the household's
current envirorurent. Indeed, father's height is Signific antly correlat ed with
the value of the land owned by the household and with the father's schoolin g.
On the other hand, mother's height is uncorre lated with the household value of

land. In these village s, a wife general ly lives with the family of her husband
and is econani cally dependent on them. 'lbJs, the father's height is excluded,
and the

ioother 's height included, as a better proxy for the child's genetic

endowment, in the sense that it will be less correlat ed with current environ 
mental conditio n of the household. Mother's weight- for-heig ht is included to
represe nt the prenata l intraute rine envirorurent of the child, and nay be asso
ciated with the postnat al indices of child health inputs and child health
outcomes. On the other hand, if weight- for-heig ht of the nother and father
(uncorre lated with father's own schooling or household assets) were to effect
their child's health status synuretr ically, a genetic effect analagous to the
effect found by Coate (1980) might be induced.15 Corrplete anission of the
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proxies for the genetic effect would lead to an autocorrelation of errors
across children within a family, because the proxied genetic conponent is
camron to all the children in the same family.16 '!be estimator would still be
unbiased, but inefficient, and the estinates of error variances would be biased
downward, so that estimated confidence intervals on slope coefficients would be
understated.
The effect of the 100ther's height on the child's height and
weight-for-height are estinated separately for boys and girls. While theory
does not prescribe the sign of the effect of genetic erxlowment on the denand
for children or child health, symnetric effects are expected if roother's height
represents only genetically transmitted effects. Asyrrmetry for boys and girls
may be evidence of discriminatory intra-family allocation of food and other
health inputs.
Just as proxies were constructed for genetic erxlowment, fertility and
child health, proxies nust be constructed for the wages and prices of purchased
goods that determine the household denand for fertility and child health. A
vector of family agricultural inputs-land, livestock and farm buildings, is
included as a proxy for the child's wage that may be positively associated with
the productivity of child labor at the margin.

'!here is some evidence that

the productivity of girls in the villages is associated with land while produc
tivity of boys is related to holdings of livestock.17,18 Whether or not the
roore productive child enjoys better health depends in part on whether or not
the perceived returns to his health, in the form of enhanced lifetine earnings
as well as the parent's enjoynent of healthy children, exceeds the opportunity
cost of the household's investment.
Siroons and Bernstein (1981) found holdings of large animals to be a signi
ficant correlate with male neonatal roortality in a sarrple of children from
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villages in uttar Pradesh state, in Northern India. It is possible that value
of livestock holdings may capture an analogous effect in the child health
regressions, rather than the enhanced proouctivity of the child.
Parent's wages ItUst be inputed because sare of the parents do not partici
pate in the hired labor market. If the observed market wage rate did not
represent the marginal productivity of the representative adult, then the
inputed wages would contain a selectivity bias. To correct for this bias, the
participation of the parents is first conditioned on a vector of exogenoos
household proouctive assets-land and farm buildings,19 as well as own school
ing, spouse's schooling, age and age squared, and camrunity level variables
that characterize labor demand-ratio of irrigated land to total cropped area,
distance from a large town, and whether or not cotton is grown in the village.
'nle bias arising from self-selection into the hired wage labor market was
sinply corrected by including the inverse of the predicted probability of par
ticipation from the hired labor participation regressions in the wage regres•

sions (Tables A3 through A6 in the appendix) •20
'lbe selectivity correction term is significant and negative only in the
100ther's slack season wage regression, indicating that an increase in the
probability of participation in the slack season is associated with higher
wages.

As

landholdings decrease, for exanple, the nother 's market

participation increases, and her inputed wage increases. en the other hand,
nother's peak season wages may be inputed without bias using the regression
coefficients from the wage regression

(1

in Table AS in the appendix), wnere

her wages are prinarily explained by her own schooling and the irrigated land
ratio. Similarly, the selectivity correction term was insignificant in both
the father's peak and slack period wage regressions(l and 2 in Table A4 in the
appendix).
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While the theoret ical predicti ons about the effects of parent' s wages are
an'biguous, a negative sign on the coeffic ients would inply that the price
effects offset the positive income effects of an increase in either parent's
wages. Highe'r fenale wages, for exanple , are associat ed with higher particip a
tion, and may be associat ed with lower indices of child health because the
child therefo re receives less attentio n from his rrother that is not offset by
other child care inputs.2 1
Parent' s schooling represen ts the parent's efficien cy in the product ion of
child health that may not be captured by wages~ A positive sign would support
the hypothe sis that the nonrrarket product ivity of educatio n exceeded the rrarket
product ivity effects . Levels of attained schoolin g, rather than years, is used
because levels contain informa tion about school achievement.22

Only one level

is identifi ed, namely whether or not the parent had received any forrral
schoolin g, because there is little variatio n across the parents . 86 percent of
the mothers and 30 percent of the fathers are illitera te.

4.Errpir ical Findings

Least squares methods were used to estirrate the fertilit y, mortali ty, and
child height and child weight- for-heig ht equation s· (Tables 4 and 5) .23 · The
discuss ion focuses on the variable s with the rrost obvious econanic content ,
nanely, parent' s schoolin g, wages, and assets, and, as well, the variable s that
control for biologi cal effects, especia lly, roother's health status.2 4
Figures 1 and 2 illustra te the growth patterns predicte d by the series of
regress ions, where the solid line traces out the regressi on of child height and
weight- for-heig ht on the only biologi cal variable s, sex and age (up to the
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Table 4

LF.AST ~ ESTIMATES: DETERMINANI'S CF FERI'ILI'IY,
CliIID foDRTALI'IY, AID CHIID HEAL'm IN RURAL IIDIA

Ct-statis tics in parentheses)
(1)

(2)

(3)

Fertility Mortality Child
Height

Intercept -

-11.53
(-9.40)

-.975
(-.87)

flk>ther's
Schooling

.799
(.77)

Father's
Schooling

-.424

(-.87)

156.09

(4)

Child
Weight/Height

(.98)

.579
(1.19)

-.196
(-2.07)

1.821
(.74)

.0175
(2.32)

-.079
(-1. 79)

-2.110
(-1.72)

-.00160
(-.043)

Mother's
Wage 1

-1.035
(-.39)

.337
(1.40)

3.261
( .51)

-.0107
(-.55)

Father's
Wage 1

2.443
(1.92)

.296
(2.56)

-3.228
(-1.21)

-.0151
(-1.86)

landholde r

.166
(.31)

.031
(.63)

1.194
( .88)

-.0021
(-.51)

Land

1.171
(.70)

-.00651 -2.223
(-.42)
(-.62)

.000396
(.36)

-.000493 6.961
(-.003) (2.47)

.00565
(.65)

.0425
(.06)

-.0312
(-.44)

-2.75
(-1.87)

-.00588
(-1.31)

-2.816
(-.43)

-.843
(-1.41)

41.923
(2.72)

-.0170
(.36)

Mother's
2·.35
Weight/Height 1.06)

.067
( .33)

-3.571
(-.67)

1.043
(2.68)

Mother's
J!Jge

.394
(1.76)

.0166
( .81)

•

•

Mother's
J!Jge Squared

-.0023
(-.93)

-.00011
(-.88)

.

.

Livestock
Buildings
flk>ther's
Height 2

.748
(-.51)

R2
.2946
Degrees Freedom 112
SSE
554.96

.1937
112
4.58

.8463
272
17394.4

.1620
272
.792

1 '!be wages are inputed wages. See the text, part 3.
2 Mother's height is the standardized (by the Indian standard) ,
as is DDther 's weight -for-heig ht.
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Table 5
Household Statistics
Variable Definition

Mean

St. Dev.

F.ndogenoos
Children ever born to the worran
ltmber of children that died
Proportion of children dead to children ever born
Father's peak season wage (inputed) rps
Mother's peak season wage (inputed) in rps
Father's slack season wage (inputed)
Mother's slack season wage (inputed)
Weight of child (in kilograms)
Height of child (in centiireter)
. Weight for height of child in kg/cm

6.32
2.09
.29
3.22
1.80
.57
1.72
27.0
131.0
.20

2.55
1.82
.21
.26
.14
.41
.25
10.7
19.4
.05

Exogenous
Age of JOOther (years)
41.1
8.2
Schooling of JOOther (DI.Jnley)
.13
.30
Schooling of father (Dtlrtiey)
.29
.46
Height of JOOther (in ems)
148.6
5.2
Weight for height of JOOther (in kg/cm)
.27
.03
Height of :father (in ems)
160.5
7.9
Weight for height of father (kg/cm)
.30
.04
Iand·owned by the household
15.57
21.71
Livestock (1000 rupees)
1.72
2.34
Craft and farm tools (1000 rupees)
3.38
4.68
Price of schooling (proportion of JOOther's childbearing
years during which there was a village school)
.97
.12
Price of healthcare - distance to the nearest
narketing town (kiloneters)
13.5
10.7
Proportion of village land that is irrigated (ILR)
11.0
9.6
Average rainfall in taluka (ems)
NllmER CF IDUSEHOIDS
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third polynomial term for height, and the fifth for weight-for-heig ht).25 The
dotted line corresponds to the regression including rrother's height and
weight-for-hei ght, and the dashed line including wages and prices as well as
age.

The profiles show that height of boys and girls diverges around age 10.

Girls have attained full height by age 16, while boys are growing up to the age
of 19. These profiles mirror observed growth patterns of Indian girls and boys
reported by Eveleth and Tanner (1980).
The symmetry of the effects of rrother's height on the height and
weight-for-heig ht of her children, as well as syrnrretry of the effects across
boys and girls (surnrrarized in Table 6 in elasticity form to facilitate
corrparison across equations and across children by sex) gives credence to the
hypothesis that rrother 's height represents genetic health endowrrent. F-tests
at the .05 level of confidence confirmed the syrnrretry: the data do not support
the hypothesis that the effects differ between boys and girls.
By the same logic, the asyrnrretry of the effects of weight-for-heig ht of

the rrother and father on the weight-for-heig ht of their children, with rrother's
weight-for-heig ht being significant, and father's, insignificant. This pattern
suggests that rrother's weight-for-heig ht the socioeconomic environnent, rather
than genetically transmitted predisposition to a certain weight-for-heig ht.

Thus, if rrother's weight-for-heig ht reflects intra-household food distribution
practices, one nay conclude that nutritional discrimination between children by
sex does not occur in these households. 26,27
Furtherrrore, the effects of rrother 's weight-for-heig ht was associated with
higher fertility, albeit na.rginally significant. There are increased dena.nds
on the fat and protein stored in the rrother's body during pregnancy, and the
rrother with the greater weight-for-heig ht (nutritional or health status) nay be
better able to neet these demands, and bring her pregnancy to fruition (Lechtig,
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et. al. (1979)).28
In general, there are gains to be realized from considering the system of
household demands, including the possibility of clarifying the nature of the
proxies because the effects should be consistent across equations. For exam
ple, a negative inpact of livestock in the rrortality and child health r93res
sions would confirm that livestock transmit tetanus or other diseases (Sirrons
and Bernstein (1980)). On the other hand, a negative effect on child rrortali
ty, and a positive effect on child health might point to a selection problem:
only those children nost resistent to infection and disease, because of superi
or genetic or nutritional inputs (Martorell (1982)), survive. The only story
supported by the ICRISAT data is that the household with healthy children tends
to have cattle, and fewer farm buildings. The effects of the dissaggr93ated
asset categories are irrportant only in the child height regressions, but of
different signs.
The significant correlation of father's {inputed) wage and fertility is in
line with, for example, Khan and Sirageldin (1980) errpirical analysis of
fertility in a sanple of rural Pakistani villages. Father's personal charac
teristics, rather than those of the rrother, determine fertility.
The effect of father's (inputed) wage is consistent across the child
weight-for-height and rrortality equations: the higher his wage, the lesser
child weight-for-height, and the higher child rrortality. The connection
between (lower) child weight-for-height and (higher) rrortality is intuitive,
but the connection between (higher) wage and (lower) weight-for-height, less
so. Consideration of the effect of father's schooling on child height and
mortality may illuminate the answer. Father's wage may represent the rrore
transitory corrponent of household income, and father's schooling, the permanent
conponent.

Child survival may be normal with respect to permanent income, and
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child height appears to be inferio r, because the greate r nurrber of survivo rs,
the greate r the chance of chronic (over the long run) regi.Ire of mild
nalnut rition. In the short run, the higher the father 's wage, the more food
given to sustain him, and the less food left for childre n. Depriv ation, even
for a short time, may signifi cantly lower on the marginal child's
surviv ability .
mother 's schooling reflec ts her efficie ncy in the produc tion of healthy
childre n, perhaps through a better understanding of how to use medical facili
As

ties, then her schooli ng would be negativ ely associa ted with the household
price of health . The positiv e effect of nnther 's school ing on child
weight -for-he ight, and the negativ e effect on child mortal ity,29 could then be
interpr eted as an own7?rice effect . Another story sugges ts that the rother may
. be in a better positio n to bargain for nutriti onal and health inputs for her
·childr en.30
All in all, the results confirm the conven tional wisdom of the health
literat ure that child height represe nts cwrula tive health , and child
weight -for-he ight, transit ory health , and thus the use of the two indicat ors in
any evalua tion of child health corrplerrent each other. This conclu sion follows
from the result that child height is determined by father 's schooling and
household assets , as well as mother 's height , that is, in some sense, by the
longer- term inherit ed income and health positio n of the household. Child
weight -for-he ight is determined by nother 's school ing, wage and
weight -for-he ight, as well as father 's wage, but not by mother 's height . The
signifi cant determ inants of child mortal ity paralle l those of child
weight -for-he ight, but in the final analys is, the data are not strong enough or
the sarrple is too small to draw many firm conclu sions about child health , and
fewer about the determ inants of fertili ty and child mortal ity.
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5. Surmary

Joint estirration of the determinants of fertility and child health
illustrates the useful application of the theoretical frarrework (Part 2), as
well as its limitations.

Even when genetic health endowment and earnings of

children affect the structure of household colllOOdity shadow prices, the only
unarrbiguous prediction of the model is the positive effect of unearned income,
which follows from the standard assurrption that these household comm::>dities are
nornal goods. Although statistical and conceptual problems arise from the
proxy measures of the wages and prices that theoretically condition the derrand
for fertility and child health (Part 3), certain net effects can be enpirically
signed (Part 4).
Although the results confirm that anthropometric indicators nay enhance
our understanding of investrrents in children, it is inportant to replicate
these results with other data from other countries, precisely because the signs
of the cross price effects cannot be derived from the theory, and can only be
inferred from enpirical analysis. While certain patterns in the results are
consistent and intuitive, the data apparently cannot support estination of the
proposed system of household derrands, so recourse to other and probably larger
sanples from low income corrnrunities is necessary.
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Footnotes

1 When schooling is included in this system of child quality and quantity ,
another production constra int, namely the household production function for
· schoolin g, becomes inporta nt. It nay be interest ing to incorpo rate the corcple
IIBltary effect of health on schooling attainn ent, in the popular ly recognized
sense that the nalnourished ioorbid child is the listless student . This is
distinc t from inposing conplemantarity of schooling and health in the house
hold's utility function .
2<,enerally, shadow prices, as distinc t from narket prices, include the value
of the time of the individu al used in consmning or producing the canmodity, as
well as the cost of the narket goods (inputs into this consurrption or produc
tion process ). For exarcple, the shadow price of child health nay be con-prised
of the cost of food and medical care, and the cost of the time the mother
spends in feeding the child, or in taking the child to the healthca re center as
well.

3Several restrict ions have already been inposed, nanely, the corcplementarity
of the genetic health endowment, e, and the health inputs.
4'nie landles s laborer households are distingu ished as those working regularl y
for a daily wage, or that farm less than .2 hectares of land. Landholding
households farm at least .2 hectares of their own or rented land, and others
than the household head nay be salaried or otherwi se regularl y ercployed
workers.
55econdary selectio n criteria are surmarized in Tables Al and A2. Basical ly,
d::>servtioos were lost because of the lack of correspondence between the
fertilit y and health surveys . Fertilit y data was not collecte d for every
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household surveyed by the health workers.
6cunu1ative and last birth experience of the total sanple of 401 women
surveyed in the fertility survey are described in Tables 1 and 2. tbteworthy
are the carpleted family size, constructed as the family size of wonen over 45
who are presumed to be beyond childbearing age,the high proportion of children
dead to children ever born, around 2 to 6, and the similarity of rortality
rates across boys and girls. Because the data is recall data, it is inportant
to consider the reasonableness of the statistics.
7

Sex

and household asset interaction variables and sex and parent's health

interaction variables were included in the regression, at different unreported
stages, to separate the biological from the econanic content of sex.

Srhere

is evidence that the body may be able to catch up t.½len the nutritional
environment is inproved, provided that the child has not been severely deprived
in the critical periods of growth. Because the periods of growth-infancy and
adolescent post-pli:>escence, show child specificity, it is not possible to
predict, say, that nutritional supplenentation to children over twelve would be
effective. Kwashiokor and maranus are forms of wasting, the former due to acute
protein deficiency, the latter to acute protein and calorie deficiency. 'fue
terms "stunting" and "wasting" were used by Waterlow (1972) •
9'niere is a literature on the sensitivity of the various anthropooetric neas
ures, where the netric is the underlying true health or nutritional status of
the target population of health and nutritional inprovement programs. Martorell

(1982) for exanple found that weight for height and weight were not sensitive
indicators of the inproverrent in the nutritional status of children in rural
Guaterralan villages, as the children were only suffering from mild to tooderate
malnutrition, and were able to maintain normal weight-for-heig ht over the range
of mild malnutrition to inproved nutrition. Habicht (1980) found
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that weight for height might also deterio rate when the nutritio n was inproved
as children "caught up" to a more normal height. Martore ll found tht height
was the nost sensitiv e indicato r of the inprovenent in the nutritio nal status
of Guatenalan pre-sch oolers.

1 0:rbe calcula tion that 1 standard deviatio n
is approxi nately 10% of the median
is well known. Waterl()\,l (1977) construc ted an alternat ive neasure to the
percent ile or percentage of median neasure of wasting and stunting based on the
exact calcula tion of standard deviatio n. Of ,course, constru ction of the
critica l region of the standard normal distribu tion is textbook kn()\,llege.
llweigh t-for-he ight has the advantage of being age indeperrlent, except as
puberty is awroached or at extrene values (Waterl()\,l (1976)). But use of
weight- for-heig ht, of course, masks the occurranee of stunting suffered by the
child, which is COIIIOOn in all six village s. Futhernore, to anticipa te the
enpiric al finding s, weight- for-heig ht was associat ed with age.
12Babicht and Butz (1979) note that the smaller the child in a populat ion, the
greater the prooabi lity that the child's growth was stunted for genetic
reasons .
13cbemichovsky and Kieln:ann (1979) also used height of the mother as a proxy
for genetic endowment in their analysi s of diet, health and gr~ of
pre-sch oolers in 14 villages in rural Punjab.
14Mu1tiple ooserva tions on the anthrop onetric neasure s, i.e. neasuring height
and weight at, say, nonthly interva ls, would enable one to control for child
specific influenc es using either variance conponents or first differen cing
estimati on nethcrls.
15coate (1980) found that tricep skinfold of nother and father were
positiv ely associat ed with the skinfold of their children , indicati ng that the
tendancy to develop adipose (fat) tissue was transmi tted from parents to
children
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(Coate controlle d for the effects of similar environnent, that is, diet).
Accordingly, if weight-fo r-height of the roother and father were to effect the
weight-fo r-height of their children symmetrically, one might conclude tht
weight-fo r-height was a cooponent of the genetic health emowment.
16niere still reitains the possibili ty of missing roother or
family specific
variables . Variance conponents methods were used to control for the possibly
missing variables , but it was found that the family specific cooponent of the
residual was insignifi cant (footnote 24 elaborate s on this point) •
17partici pation of the children in the hired labor market was first corrli
tioned on a vector of presunable exogenous productive farm assets, namely,
land, livestock and buildings . Regression results showed that the size and
direction of the participa tion effects vary across boys and girls. For
exanple, the elasticit y of girl's participa tion (in slack season) with respect
to the value of land owned is alroost twice that of boy's participa tion. 'lhe
elasticit y of the boy's participa tion with respect to livestock is negative,
and that of the girl's is insignifi cantly positive, while the elasticit y of
boy's participa tion with respect to buildings is positive and that of girl's,
insignifi cant. 'lhese results are reasonable for a narket where certain tasks
appear to be systemat ically assigned to girls, and others, to boys. When the
linear selection term (one minus the predicted prd::>ability of participa tion)
(see text) was included in a wage slack season wage regressio n for boys, it was
significa nt and positive, indicatin g that higher participa tion is associate d
with lower wages. ibese inputed wages were tried in the child health and
fertility regressio ns, but were insignifi cant, perhaps because of the lack of
information in the data-onl y 56 of 323 children worked for a wage.
Another proxy for the child wage would be the village level (average) wage paid
to children, but it was not used in light of the fact that the participa tion
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rate {days worked per year) was small for even the fifty-six children who
participate d in the mrket in 1976 and 1977.
181t is, of course, possible that family assets resporrl to the
ntmber, age and
sex of surviving offspring. '!he true model would include portfolio choice as
an endogenous variable.
19i«>senzweig (1980) postulated that farm-eamings assets would be negatively
associated with off-farm work of family nenbers in landholding households.
Own-farm production is explicitly modelled in his paper.
2°'1:he selectivity bias franework is Olsen's (1980) • '!he nain drawback
is that
the selectivity correction term is a linear conbination of some of the
regressors in the wage regression, and the participatio n regression was
estinated using OLS methcrls, which are less c!R)ropriate for qualitative
dependent variable regressions than logit or probit, but Olsen maintains that
the bias is in the direction of accepting the hypothesis of selectivity bias.
Using Olsen's nethod, the hypothesis of selectivity bias was rejected, and the
inputed wages of the parents are estimted from conventional wage regressions .
2lnavanzo and Butz (1978) StxJgest that it is the quality and not the quantity
of time of the toother that is represented by her schooling and wage.
2%ere is a potential errors-in-v ariables problem arising from the incidence
of migration of wonen with YOlll19 children in these villages. There is no
infornation on the duration of household residence in the village. If the
incidence of migration over the five years of the survey is any indication of
the likelihood of migration, then we might assert tht the problem is small.
Only ten of the original 240 households surveyed migrated from another village.
Dhar (1980) found thta 29.7 percent of the adult female population in India in
1971 were intra-distr ict migrants, i.e. their last place of residence differed
from their current, however, 100st of this migration occurred upon narriage.
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Fulle r and Battes e (1973) show that when the error is conprised of a random
cooponents and a corrponent that is the same for all childr en, say, within
a
family group , then a transf ormat ion of the regres sion equati on,
Yij = 8Xij + fj + Cij

,

gives us the estina ting equati on,
Yij - a-¥i =

r

(1 -a

)81 + K=2BK (Xki- Xki. ) + Cij,

J

r
and the Vij are horosk edasti c and uncor relate d and Yi = j=l
YiJ.. ors methods yields consis tent estim ators, when 0 2 , 0 2 , and 0 2 are
known,
where a = 1 -

oc/ o

1

C

where

o2
C

is the random corrponent of varian ce,

cooponent of varian ce, and o 2 = o 2 + o 2 N
1

When o 2
C

and o 2
f

C

f

o

2

f

f

1

is the group -speci fic

•

are unknown, unbiased estima tes can be d:>tained

(SWclley

and Aurora (1972)).
When the transf ormtio n was applie d to the information matrix for child
heigh t and weigh t-for-h eight,
was negati ve, and so a was set to O, as
prescr ibed by Maddala (cited in Judge, et.al (1982)).

o;

In this case,

ors and the GIS estina tors were equiva lent because the

family -speci fic cooponent of varian ce was insign ifican t, indica ting that
house
hold background variab les were not anitte d from the specif icatio n.
24

Ulfor tunate ly, information on birthw eight, interpregnancy interv als, and
breast feedin g pract ices-t he nost inport ant corre lates in the Butz, Davanz
o and
Habicht (1982) study of infant roorta lity, were either not availa ble in
the
ICRISAT data, or were availa ble but unreli able (the breast feedin g data).

25

1\ge, age square d, etc. to the fifth polyn anial were fouoo to be jointl y
signif icant in the enpir ical specif icatio n of child weigh t-for-h eight,
while
only age, age squared and age clbed were jointl y signif icant in child heigh
t.

l
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26 Lectig, et.al. (1979) suggest that the nutritional status of the rrother
during pregnancy, as measured by her weight gain, is associated with the
birthweight of her infant. Beaton and Benzoa found that rrothers who were
stunted (in height) due to infant or adolescent nalnutritio n, had low
birthweight babies, and they further found that low birthweight infants
suffered a higher risk of protein energy nalnutritio n.

It is not clear that

Beaton and Benzoa controlled for mother's nutriture during her pregnancy, nor
do they attriliute the cause of the higher observed risk of PEM on the part of
the child to either environment or genetic inheritance . What is relevant to
the paper is that both Lectig and Beaton and Balzoa suggests that birthweight
nay mediate mother's nutritional status and the subsequent status of her
children.
27Ryan, et. al. (1981) observes that rnen in these villages apparently receive
a premium in food, but that men perform the nost physically denanding
tasks-ploug hing with bullocks, for exanple, so that they burn up extra
calories. This nay account for the insignifant correlation between father's and
child's weight-for- height.
It would be interesting to analyze the nutritional survey, wherein the food
intake of the household rnerrbers on four days over a year is described in terms
of the nutrient corrponents of the food, in order to confirm the result.
29 The effect nay be analogous to the biological effect hypothesized by Frisch
(1974), namely, the fat to body weight ratio affect ovulation and fecundity.

Lechtig, et. al (1976) also naintain that the nutritional status of the mother
affects birthweight .
3°'1.be association between mother's schooling and postneonata l infant mortality
is exerrplified in Sirnrrons and Bernstein (1981) and Butz, Da.Vanzo and Habicht
(1982) • Simrrons and Bernstein found that although parental schooling
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insignif icantly affects neonata l (up to 1 rronth) tetanus and non-teta nus
mortali ty in a sarrple drawn from 120 villages in northern India, roother's
schoolin g signific antly decrease d the risk of post-ne onatal (1 to 12 rronths in
age) mortali ty of girl children . Using data f rorn the Malaysian Life Survey,
Butz, et.al., found that rrother's schooling signific antly reduces the risk of
death (both attribut able and relative ) in post-ne onatal infants , and went on to
conclude that the effect of zrother' s schooling was mediated through rrother's
age and birthwe ight {the proxina te biologi cal influenc es). Further , Davanzo
and Lee (1978) confirm convent ional wisdom, and conclude that zrother' s
schoolin g is related to the quality not the quantity of the tine that the
zrother spends caring for her children .
3l Price of health care was proxied by both the distance to the nearest mar
keting tCY, n in prelimin ary regressi ons. The presenc e of a primary health care
clinic in the village was found to be signific antly correlat ed with the dis
tance to the-nea rest town--th ere is a clinic in the village that is located
farthes t from a town. Moreover, the private rnedical practiti oners locaterl thern
selves in the two villages nearest marketing towns. Hence, only distance to the
nearest town was included in the regressi ons. The interpre tation on the proxy
is that the further the parent and child rrust travel to obtain healthc are, the
higher the price. In the household product ion model, the price of health is
proport ional to the price of the time spent in product ion. Alterna tively, the
average level of rainfal l or the proporti on of irrigate d land in the village
nay proxy for the price of healthc are, because the variable s may capture
increase d exposure of the children to waterborn disease s. In the prelimin ary
results , the proxies were insigni ficant.
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Appen dix
Table Al
lllty
Sampt e Setec tlon Crite ria ~or the Analy siA of Fert

~----------------------------------------------------Inclu sion (or F.xctu ~lon)

Numb er o~
Fami lies qouse hotds

------------------------------------------------Reaso n for

Fa•l\ les in 233 house holds ln 6 villa ges
Ko'th er was dead

400

233

-8

229

Fami lies with obser vatio ns on the moth ers
(some house holds consi ste~ of sever al •ome n,
and widow ers to~et harJ

-69

Pa'th er was dead

-8

Fathe r and mothe r were separ ated
Fathe r and mothe r were divor ced

312

Paal lles wlth mothe r and ~athe r

207

-133

Subs idiar y famil ies

179

Prima ry fa~lt les

179

Child less prima ry fami lies

Cbl~d ren betwe en 6 and 19 years of age
were not obser ved

-22

Paren ts and child ren betwe en 6 and 19
obser ved in the house hold

144
-1

Klssl ng obser vatio n on asset s
Klesl ng obRe rvatlo n on pare nt's healt h

-13

WORKING SA'fPL E

130

130

------------------------------------------~---------Tabl.e A2
for the Anat ysis o1 Child Healt h
rla
Crlte
tion
Samp le Selec

-----------...-------------------------------------------ren
Reaso n for Inclu sion (or F.xcl usion )

Numb er of
Hous ehold s

Child

~..-------------~--------------------------------------Child ren from prima ry faml lles.
1athe r ls the head of house

1.e.

(1)

?64

Mlsel ng obser vatio n~ on Chlld Reatt h (2)

-209

Chltd ron under 6 or over 20 years old

-119
316

167

Childr en fro111 famllle ~ exclud ed :from
'the Pertll lty Survey (3)

-ss

-26

-1

-t

IUssln g observ ations on Parent 's Heat th

-37

-10

WORKING SA'{PLE

283

130

1Ussln g observ ation on Assets

---------------------------------------------------(1» These childre n ar6 dlsTln gulshe d form chltdre n whose fathers are

eay sons or brothe rs of the head ot house, herein re~er~e ~ to as
chll.dr en fTom primar y, distin ct 1'rom subsid iary tamltl es in the
househ old.
o'f
(2) The aa111pl.e househ olds were survey ed In 1977-1 973 by a team
old
househ
the
ln
memuer
every
not
n~ty,
App~re
•edica t person s.
was
census
g
on~olp
the
in
'that had been enumer ated
(3) The ~ertlt lty data was coltec terl more.th an one year after the
Again, not every member nor every
health and nutrltl on data.
househ old surveye d by the origin al census t~kers , nor the
.
health lnvest i~ators , was survey ed by the ~ertll lty lnves~ lgators
Just
or
entty
permAn
e,
The househ old may have tett the -vltta~
1:eiapo rarity.
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TABLE A3
FATHER'S PARTICIPATION REGRESSIONS
PEAK AND SLACK SEASONS, 1976-1977

-----------------~-----------~------------------------------Slaclc. Season
Peak Season
-~--------------------------------·
Constant

.083 (.11)

Age

.015 (.45)

.51 (.64)

-.0086 (-.26)

Age squared

-.00024 (-. 71)

-.00038 (-.11)

Schooling of Wife

-.17 (-1.31)

- .. 26 (-1.90)

0wn Schooling

-.045 ( .51)

.056 ( .63)

Land

-.047 (-2.10)

-.044 (-1.• 95)

Buildings

-.085 (-.76)

-.054 (-.48)

Caste Rank

.0095 (. 49)

.035 (1.76)

Irrigated Land
Ratio

.0032 (. 57)

-.077 (-.0014)

Cotton Growing

.26 (2. 30)

.13 (1.13)

Distance to Town

.0027 ( .68)

.0018 (. 45)

R-squared
Number of Obs.
Predicted Value
Actual Value

.2137
144

.1899
144

.28

.28

Dependent varJable is a dummy, 1 if f~ther participated, 0
otherwise.
t-statistics in parentheses.

TABLE A4
FATHER'S WAGE REGRESSIONS
PEAK AND SLACK SEASON DAILY WAGES 1976-1977

~--------------------------------------------------------------Daily Peak Season Wage

Daily Slack Season Wage

--------------------------~
----------------------------------.81 (.85) .60 (.63)
1.83 (1.72)
1.72 (1.48)

Constant
Age

Age Squared

-.019 (-.39)

.0006(.28)

-.020 (-.42)

.020(.50)

.010(.25)

• 0001 7 ( • 3 2) - • 0 o:o 2 ( - • 5) - • 0 0 0 l (- • 3)
.12(.96)

OWn School

-.016(-.15)

-.0037(-.4)

.075(.60)

Irrigated
LandRatio

-.0037(-.6)

-.0045(-.7)

-.0075(-.9)-.0085( -1.0)

.053(.26)

.0098 (:.1)

Cotton
Grower
.Selectivity
·· . Correction
R squared

No. obs.
(l:P)

.031(.20)

85(1.19

.15 C. 26)
.1318
41
.56

.07(.45)

.• 1300
41

.1103
41

.1468
41
.58

--~-----------------------------------------------------~-------

Dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the daily wage in
peak and slack season.

'!'ABLE AS
MOTHER'S PARTICIPATION REGRESSIONS
PEAK AND SLACK SEASON, 1976-1977
....

-

--

.•

---------------------------------------------------Peak Season

· Slack,Season

---------------------------------------------------------------.90 (1.55)

.40 (.70)

-.03 (-1.23)

-.008 (-.32)

.00032(.99)

• ~0006 ( .18)

Own Schooling

-.19 (-f.53)

-.30. (-2.37)

Schooling of
Husband

.012 (.14)

-.q30 (-.35)

Land·

-.086 (-4.04)

-.080 (-3~75)

Buildings

-.043 (-.40)

-~032 (-.30)

Constant
Age
Age Squared

Caste Rank

.oss

(2.96)

.049 (2.65)

Irrigated Land
Ratio

.017 .(3.21)

.018 (3.35)

Cotton Grower

.38 (3.66) ·

.34 (3.30)

Distance to Town

.0085 (2.30)

.0091 (2.45)

.4056
144

.4079

t
R-squared
No. Obs.
Actual Value of
. Depe~dent Var.
Predicted Value

.57

144

.ss

Estimated by OLS methods.
.
t-statistics in parentheses.
Dependent variable is the same as in footnote to Table A3.

/

-r .... ---

,·

•

TABLE A6

MOTHER'S WAGE REGRESSIONS
PEAK AND SLACK SEASON DAILY WAGES 1976-1977
.

--------------------------------------------------------------DAILY WAGE
Slack Season (2)
Peak Season (1)
---------------------------------------------------------------Constant

.43(1.1)

.47(1.3)

.59(3.0)

.56(2.7)

Age

.001(.1)

-.003(-.1)

.02(1.8)

.02(1.6)

. Age squared

.00002(.1) .00006(.2) -.0002(-1.8) -.0002(-1.6)
.03(.2)

-.05(-.4)

.2(1.7)

.18(1.6)

. Ratio

.006(1.7)

.007(2.4)

-.008(-4.0} -.006(-3.3)

Cotton Grower

.007(.1)

.03 ( .4)

-.2(-5.3)

.002(.6}

.002(.7)

-.02(-12.2) -.2(-11.7)

Own

Schooling

Irrigated Land

Distance to
Town

Selectivity
Correction

-.2(-2.1)

-.10 (-.6}

.1448
R-squared
82
No.Obs.
Mean Value of
.26
Dependent Var.

-.2(-4.8)

.1410
82

.26

.7034
83

.6862
83

.25·

.25

Dependent variable is the same as defined in footnote to Table
A4.

